
Network Analysis and «Predictive Policing»: Towards a «Profiling Society»?

Network analysis is a powerful tool that is increasingly used not only to determine events that occurred
in the past, but also to predict what may happen in the future. This paper will discuss the perspective,
far from being abstract or remote, that such methods may be adopted in order to anticipate crimes.
Taking into account current technologies, present legal science and according to the recent «Onlife
Manifesto»,  here  are  talked  three  issues,  concerning  respectively  the  epistemological,  the  legal-
philosophical  and  the  anthropological  aspect.  In  the  first  place,  the  relevance  of  the  information
provided in a crime’s «prediction», since it does not concern an event of the past. Secondly, the nature
of responsibility ascribed on these grounds, as neither an «actus reo» nor a «mens rea» can be found
in the case. Finally, the kind of punishment could be given to the supposed criminal, because free will
should be doubted if his behaviour could be foreseen.
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[1] It can be said that from a legal perspective the network is considered at least in four ways:
(1) as source of information;  (2) as subject of discipline;  (3) as theoretical model;  (4)  as
heuristic tools.

1 2 3

4

[2] This paper will address the use of network analysis as a semantic tool – as in the fourth
perspective  above  mentioned  –  used  to  retrieve  links  among  people.  Indeed,  everyday
experience brings us that the profiling of Internet users has achieved very advanced levels and,
according  to  recent  studies,  it  is  possible  to  anticipate  collective  events,  influence  user’s
feelings,  diagnose mental illnesses,  and, in some cases, predict individual behaviour.

5
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[3] So, if one can foresee legitimate activities of Internet users, such as the purchase of goods
or services, would it be possible to predict even illegal behaviours and crimes in particular? As
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2. Short overview on «predictive policing» and its meaning

an example, let us assume that a subject A: (1) has purchased some dangerous items W , W ,
W , W ; (2)  has shown preferences (for  example with the «like» on Facebook) for  hateful
contents  (for  example,  a  YouTube  video,  an  image  on  Tumblr,  a  Web  page,  a  Facebook
comment) X , X , X , X , which are linked to a sociopathic profile; (3) has connections with
users Y , Y , Y , Y , all bearing criminal records; (4) is a regular attender of Z , Z , Z , Z ,
notorious «hot spots» for illicit activities. What if, based on these data, an algorithm stated that –
in a certain range of places and time – subject A could commit a crime against an identified
subject B?

1 2
3 n

1 2 3 n
1 2 3 n 1 2 3 n

[4] Since this is not a dystopian science fiction vision but a realistic perspective,  and in order to
offer a theoretical appraisal,  I  take into consideration the outlook emerging from the «Onlife
Manifesto»,  a  very  interesting  volume published  by  a  group  of  scholars  coordinated  by
LUCIANO  FLORIDI,  founder  of  the  «Philosophy  of  Information».  The  key  point  of  such
perspective is the claim that ICTs «are not mere tools but rather environmental forces that are
increasingly affecting: 1. our self-conception (who we are); 2. our mutual interactions (how we
socialise); 3. our conception of reality (our metaphysics); and 4. our interactions with reality (our
agency)».

9
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[5] After providing an overview on the state-of-the-art  in the field of study called «predictive
policing», I focus is on the main emerging issues, namely: (1) the legal value of the information
retrieved with such methods; (2) the nature of responsibility in an indictment grounded on such
basis;  (3)  the meaning of  punishment in such perspective.  In conclusion,  I  offer  some final
concerns. 14

[6] In 2009, at the first symposium on the subject, «predictive policing» was defined as: «any
policing strategy or tactic that develops and uses information and advanced analysis to inform
forward-thinking crime prevention». 15

[7] Such «intelligence-led policing»  is different  from both «criminal  pattern analysis»  and
«smart policing»: the first is a simple activity of «crime mapping»  based on the estimation of
crimes previously committed,  the latter  is  an investigation approach implemented with the
most advanced techniques and strategies.  Indeed, the key feature of «predictive policing» is
not in the use of ICTs,  but in its purpose, which is «to  transform policing from a reactive
process to a proactive process».

16 17
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[8] Many  opinions  are  raised  with  respect  to  such  new  discipline.  Evidently  the  favorable
emphasize the benefits to public order and the reduction of the social costs or risk for people,
while  opponents  express  concerns  from  different  points  of  view  and  in  particular:  (1)  the
mathematical models adopted;  (2) the risk of abuse by political authorities;  (3) the prejudice
for  the  rights  of  defense  in  criminal  proceedings;  (4)  the  ethical  implications  of  such  a
pervasive use of data.

23 24

25

26

[9] The key aspect concerning «predictive policing» in this study can be focused emphasizing
the association between «intelligence» and «proactivity». Indeed, here data are not processed
simply to establish past facts, or to describe a present situation – as in a traditional investigation
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3. Epistemological issues: «predictive policing» in legal proceedings

4. Issues concerning criminal science: «predictive policing» and

– or to forecast upcoming events. Since the scope in «predictive policing» is specifically to
anticipate  events,  connections among causal  factors  are  identified  in  order  to  change their
impact, thus to obtain the outcome, which was previously set as strategic target. 27

[10] Since, according to «predictive policing», crimes can be prevented altering the chain of
events  by  managing  the  information  they  embody,  it  can  be  argued  that  this  discipline  is
ultimately a sort of control of human relations: a cybernetic version of policing . Indeed, in it we
can see not  the mere adoption of  technology in criminal  investigations,  but  a technological
Weltanschauung of the world in which they are carried out.

28

[11] The first order of issues can be introduced wondering what is worth the information given by
the outcome of an algorithm assessing the chance that subject A could assault subject B in a
certain range of time and places.

[12] In the «Onlife Manifesto» human experience is called «Infosphere»,  which has namely
two  meanings:  the  firs  can  be  said  «logical»,  since  «it  denotes  the  whole  informational
environment constituted by all informational entities (thus including information agents as well),
their properties, interactions, processes, and mutual relations»;  the second can be assumed
as «ontological», as «it is a concept that, given an informational ontology, can also be used as a
synonymous with reality, or Being».

29
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[13] According to this perspective,  it  can be argued that the prediction that subject  A could
commit a crime against subject B is very difficult to fit in traditional concepts such as «proof»
and «presumption». Hereinafter I offer some considerations with respect to each profile.

[14] It is debatable to qualify as «proof» the mere connection between subjects, because: (1) it
refers  to  odds  and  not  to  facts;  (2)  the  concept  of  «probability»  is  different  both  from
argumentative  «truth»  (classical  conception  of  proof)  and  empirical  «certainty»  (modern
conception of proof); (3) it is difficult to assign onuses and obligations to parties in a process
(«burden of persuasion» or «burden of production»)  with respect to probabilities.33

[15] Having regard to «presumptions», namely the judicial proof of an unknown fact by deducing
known circumstances, we encounter similar difficulties because: (1) the fact to be proved is
placed in the future, so it  is not correct to assume simply that it  is unknown, because it  is
actually not happened;  (2) it is not clear how in a judicial process should be managed the
knowledge represented by a probability (for example, on which grounds it should be considered
full evidence or just an Anscheinsbeweis).

34

35

[16] According  to  these  concerns,  it  appears  that  the  information  provided  by  «predictive
policing» could represent at least a judicial argument, so its influence could depend by elements
quite  not  suitable  to  be  computed,  such  as  the  acceptance  of  the  audience  or  the
«warranties» provided by the parties.

36

37
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responsibility

5. Ethical issues: «predictive policing» and punishment

[17] The second aspect can be addressed by wondering what kind of responsibility may be
ascribed to subject A with respect to subject B.

[18] According to the «Onlife Manifesto», to understand our Hyperconnected Era we should
develop a completely new mindset and specifically «(i) a new philosophy of nature, (ii) a new
philosophical anthropology, (iii) a synthetic e-nvironmentalism as a bridge between us and the
world, and (iv) a new philosophy of politics among us».  If, following this path, it can be said
that «what is real is informational and what is informational is real»,  the whole society can be
described as an unceasing exchange of information among agents.

38

39

[19] Provided  that,  the  reaction  to  crime  of  the  legal  system  cannot  be  explained  by  the
definition of responsibility provided in traditional criminal science. Indeed, to charge someone
with an indictment a previous behaviour and a guilty mindset are needed, «actus reus» and
«mens rea»,  and both are missing in «predictive policing». In such perspective, the liability is
allocated only by an algorithm, namely by the simple association of the data related to the
crime,  the possible  victim and the context  of  the likely  conduct.  This  seems inadequate to
support  an indictment considered the basic legal principles of western civil  culture, and still
more in the light of the general prohibition of «automated individual decisions» as stated in
Article 15 Directive 95/46/EU,  in Article 19 Regulation (EC) No 45/2001,  and in Article 20 of
the «General Data Protection Regulation» that soon will enter into force.

40
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[20] The third aspect can be introduced, continuing the above example, by asking what penalty
– and on what theoretical basis – may be enforced to the subject A for the crime that he is
expected to commit against the subject B.

[21] According  to  the  «Onlife  Manifesto»,  the  advent  of  ICTs  has  made an  anthropological
change, raising a previously unknown human condition: we would have become «informational
organisms».  Precisely,  we  should  be  considered  «inforgs»,  since  «we  are  informational
organisms (inforgs),  mutually  connected and embedded in  an  information  environment  (the
infosphere), which we share with other informational agents, both natural and artificial, that also
process information logically and autonomously».

44

45

[22] Within this perspective, it can be argued that the «anticipation» of crime, the key concept of
«predictive policing», is not a punishment. This issue is very important since in criminal science
the  purpose  of  punishment  depends  by  the  anthropological  perspective  adopted,  and
specifically by acknowledging or not free will in human nature. Indeed, the «anticipation» is not
envisaged  in  any  of  the  theories  of  penalty  debated  in  criminal  science  –  remuneration
(Vergeltung), atonement (Sühne), general prevention or individual deterrence – and does not
even  comply  with  current  definition  of  European  law,  which  requires  explicitly  «effective,
proportionate  and  dissuasive  criminal  sanctions  for  a  specific  conduct».  A  striking
consequence is that,  strictly speaking, a «proactive» reaction to crime does not need to be
brought to court and so it may directly be enforced: this is another matter of concern.

46
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6. Conclusions

7. References

[23] The key point is that, in light of «Onlife Manifesto», the reaction provided by the «predictive
policing» to the probability of crime might be considered as a kind of «feedback» of the legal
system. In this view, it should be said that the likely crime is nothing more than an anomaly or a
kind of disturbance that induces the system to generate a certain effect aimed to neutralize it
and restore the equilibrium in the flow of information.

[24] Many scholars who have dealt with such issue do not fully estimate these entailments. If
«predictive police» has to «anticipate» crime, then its goal is not just to punish the agent after
the offense, but properly to control his behaviour in order to reduce the risk of committing it; in
an «Information society»,  this  task could be accomplished only by gauging the inputs from
which the subject shapes his representation of reality. In such perspective, it seems difficult to
argue that free will could belong to humans – seen as Inforgs – since it is assumed not only that
our actions are predictable, but also that they should be controllable by some kind of police
authority.

[25] Apart  from the example provided, we should acknowledge that – as a matter of  fact  –
network analysis is an useful tool of «predictive policing» actually more suitable to be applied to
collective phenomena rather than to individual behaviour, and more effective with cybercrimes
than with common offenses. Some relevant concerns emerge from the theoretical assumptions,
expressed in the «Onlife Manifesto», and from the perspective that these technologies could be
used – also in a near future – as a tool of massive and pervasive social control.

[26] The «Onlife Manifesto» represents a cybernetic vision in which our everyday experience –
the  «Society  of  Information»  –  is  assessed  in  a  naturalistic  perspective,  or  «juxta  propria
principia».  The «predictive policing» is well suited in this context, since it exploits the two main
claims of cybernetics: the ontological one, intrinsic in the reduction of reality to information, and
the epistemological one, concerning the control of human behaviour.

47

48

[27] We can argue that the use of network analysis in «predictive policing» could lead to a kind
of «profiling society», since it assumes that people’s behaviour should be constantly monitored,
because only in this way it would be possible to «anticipate» crimes and thus to «influence»
agents.  This perspective could be seen as an evolution in the concept of social control, from a
«bio-political» to an «info-political» one.

49

50

[28] If it is true that law exists where there is free will, and this is why both are prerogatives of
humankind – animals do not dispute in courts and machines are not constraint in prison – the
use of network analysis as a «predictive policing» tool,  in the theoretical background of the
«Onlife Manifesto», reveals a technological  vision of law, which ultimately justifies a kind of
cybernetic «control» over society and discards moral freedom as the essence of human nature.

ADOLF, MARIAN/STEHR, NICO, The Return of Social  Physics? The Technology of Information,
Communication and Administration – An Entwined History, 2015.
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